
In a modest terraced 

house the parlour and 

dining room will probably 

each have a sleeper wall. 

It is likely to be a half 

brick wall, a few courses 

high, probably with a wall 

plate on top.  Later 

examples (towards 1900) 

may have DPCs under the 

wall plate. The sleeper 

walls may have the odd 

brick missing to help 

ventilation.

Floor joists can be found 

running front to back or 

side to side. Joists were 

usually fixed at 400mm 

centres (16 inches) and 

were covered with 

square-edge boards.

Notice that the joists are 

not built into the front of 

the hearth.

Concrete floor to 

scullery, probably with 

clay tiles or Stone flags.

Scullery floor about

150mm below hall 

floor.

Iron or brick air vents 

(see section A-A)
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Iron or brick air vents 

(see section A-A)

The blue shading shows the area of 

sub-floor with effective ventilation.
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Joist built-in to party wall

Section B

Section A Floor boards with square edges 

were often draughty.

Depth of sub floor varied. It could 

be a few centimetres or over a 

metre.

Rubble or bare earth in many 

houses - often below external 

ground level.

Foundations may or may 

not exist. Towards the 

end of the 1800s they 

become more common. 

London had more 

demanding building 

controls than most other 

towns and cities. 

Vents

Party wall - usually 1 brick 

thick and laid in Flemish or 

English Garden Wall bond.

Half brick sleeper wall.

Joists typically 100 x 50mm and 

@400mm centres.

DPC

Floor joist

Wall Plate

Oversite 

concrete

Sleeper wall

(honey combed)
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A Very Brief History of Floors



During the 1930s and 1940s sandwich 

bitumen or pitch membranes were common. 

It was poured hot, to a thickness of about 

3mm.

Stone flags or clay tiles 

laid in mortar on a bed of 

hardcore, ashes, or 

rammed earth.

Black, white and multi-coloured 

floor tiles were popular until the 

1930s. They were normally laid in 

mortar on a concrete base. Their 

high cost meant they were usually 

reserved for hallways and entrance 

lobbies.

Timber boards nailed to 

battens fixed to slab or 

secured by dovetailing into 

screed.

‘Brick’ and 

herringbone were 

both popular

patterns

Wood blocks laid 

in pitch or bitumen

DPC

Typical construction from the 1970s and 1980s.

Sand:cement screed (3:1)

approximately 38mm thick.

100mm concrete slab

laid on polythene DPM.

Polythene DPM 

is lapped by DPC.

Compacted hardcore

It was quite common to find the DPM laid over the slab. 

A thicker screed is normally required in this situation - 

say 50mm.
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Insulation below the DPM

Insulation above the DPM

38mm floor screed

38mm floor screed

Hardcore compacted and levelled - a separate blinding layer 

may not be necessary.

Hardcore compacted, levelled  and blinded with sand to 

prevent damage to DPM.

Note: not all insualtion boards are suitable for use in damp 

conditions, ie below the DPM.
Pre-stressed beams 

with aerated block infill.

65mm floor screed - this may need to be 

lightly reinforced depending on the nature of 

the insulation material.

The insulation should have taped joints; some manufacturers 

prefer a slip layer laid right across the insulation (building 

paper or thin polythene).

Ventilated sub-floor void.

Ground free of vegetation and not

below external ground level.

Beams supported on

internal leaf.
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200 x 50mm bridging 

joists @ 400mm centres

200 x 75mm trimming 

and trimmer joists
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Trimmed joists housed 

into trimmer

Folding wedges

between wall

and joist

Wall plate supported

on wrought iron corbels

Tusk tenon joint

Herringbone strutting

Joist built in

to wall

Joists often run front to back

rather than side to side.



A modern upper floor is not very 

different from its Victorian 

counterpart. A floor still needs to be 

trimmed around an opening although 

nowadays metal hangers have replaced 

complicated carpentry joints. Strutting 

is still required  at right angles to the 

joists. herringbone or staggered

Joists can be built-in or 

supported on hangers. 

Blocking or noggings between 

joists are usually required for 

flooring and plasterboard edge 

support.

Chipboard and strand board have 

largely replaced floor boards.

Restraint strapping - in this case 

above a window.
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